
Royal College of Physicians - Delivering Diversity

SGL Aquasafe Lockers with Digital Locks

Urban SGL Cubicles

Established in 1518 the Royal College of Physicians of London is the oldest royal medical college in England which continues to 
raise medical standards and shape public health in the United Kingdom. The Royal College of Physicians is a professional 
membership body with the aim to support physicians to reach their full potential whilst also improving patient care and 
reducing illness both nationally and internationally. Located next to Regent's Park the site offers educational seminars, CPD 
training, a museum and venue hire. 

Diverse and Modern

With updates required in different areas of the site, the College 
needed a diverse range of products to suit the various users and 
differing requirements. With our varied range of washroom 
cubicles and locker options, we were delighted to assist and 
provide a number of products that would ensure a modern 
washroom that would stand the test of time. 

Strong and Stylish

Amwell’s stylish Urban cubicle system was chosen for the Male 
and Female toilets. A flush-fronted system in Solid Grade 
Laminate, Urban features Stainless Steel fixtures and fittings for 
style and durability. As well as its modern appearance, Urban is 
a robust water and impact resistant system ideal for these 
public areas. To complete the overall appearance, Solid Grade 
Laminate Duct Panels in Summer Oak were chosen to match 
the cubicles. 

Safe and Robust

In the changing area Amwell’s Impact range was a perfect 
choice for the toilet cubicles due to the robust High Pressure 
Laminate material, providing durability and easy maintenance.  

Co-ordinating IPS Ducting was installed to compliment the look. 

Aquasafe Lockers with Assa Digital Locks were selected for the 
changing area. We offered a variety of options in size and 
colour to meet varying specifications, including providing high 
security. Locker mounted, multi slat Aquabenches were added 
to provide added comfort to the changing areas.  

IPS Ducting Lockers on SGL Bench
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